Facing the Rd turn L along the Rd to “T” @ Wp1.
1. Turn R along A429 to path on L just before Coach & Horses pub. Go down tarmac path to Rd junction @ Wp2.
2. Turn L on Rd. At “T” junction go L signposted “Mill Museum”. Keep river on L until river junction @ Wp3.
3. Turn R to Old Mill. Immediately after the mill look for path on L. Follow river at first then cross fields & bridge to meet Rd @ Wp4.
4. Turn L on Rd to “T” junction in village. Go R on Rd to track on L sign “No through Rd” @ Wp5.
5. Go down track, then downhill through wood to T junction by bridge on R. Go L to meet Rd @ Wp6.
6. Turn L up Rd to path on R by houses @ Wp7.
7. Go through gate & follow wall on L uphill at first then walk parallel to hedge on R. Go through gates then aim for barn ahead. Go L at barn to meet Rd ‘ Wp8.
8. Cross Rd & through small gate, follow hedge on R to brick wall on other side of Rd @ Wp9.
9. Turn L down track until it swings hard L @ Wp10.
10. Turn R downhill on path following hedge on L. Go uphill through belt of trees then straight across field ahead. Go downhill aiming for belt of trees. Pass through trees to meet Rd @ Wp11.

11. Turn L down Rd to Naunton. Cross Rd & go up track by Close Hill house. Go uphill to meet Rd @ Wp12.
12. Turn R along Rd to path on L @ Wp13.
13. Go up track passing through golf course until track ends @ Wp14.
14. Continue downhill into valley. At bottom of valley cross stream & go through gate. Follow river Windrush on L to meet Rd @ Wp15.
15. Cross Rd. Walk down centre of field to meet river by gate. Follow river to finger post on L @ Wp16.
16. Path swings away from river uphill through gorse to meet fence @ Wp17.
17. Go R through gate into field. Follow fence on L into wood. Exit wood & head straight across field to farm ahead. Go through farmyard to track “T” junction @ Wp18.
18. Cross river by Little Aston Mill on L & uphill to path junction @ Wp19.
19. Go R uphill through wood & up onto disused railway embankment @ Wp20.
20. Turn R off embankment & follow fence on R to Rd @ Wp21.
21. Go down Landsdowne Rd to centre of Bourton & turn L back to carpark back to WP START.